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	Our job as information security professionals is to evaluate risks against our critical assets and deploy safeguards to mitigate them. We work in various roles as firewall engineers, penetration testers, auditors, management, and the like. The common thread is risk: It is part of our job description.


	The Information Security Governance and Risk Management domain focuses on risk analysis and mitigation. It also details security governance, or the organizational structure required for a successful information security program. The difference between organizations that are successful and those that fail in this realm is usually not tied to dollars or staff size.: It is tied to the right people in the right roles. Knowledgeable and experienced information security staff and supportive and vested leadership are the keys to success.


	Speaking of leadership, learning to speak the language of leaders is another key to personal success in this industry. The ability to effectively communicate information security concepts with C-level executives is a rare and needed skill. This domain also helps you speak this language by discussing risk in terms such as Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) and Return on Investment (ROI).
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Learning AWS OpsWorksPackt Publishing, 2013

	Learn how to exploit advanced technologies to deploy and auto-scale web stacks


	Overview

	
		Discover how a DevOps cloud management solution can accelerate your path to delivering highly scalable infrastructure and applications
	
		Learn about infrastructure automation, auto-scaling, and distributed...
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Microsoft SharePoint 2010: Building Solutions for SharePoint 2010Apress, 2010

	This book provides a fresh take on Microsoft’s premier collaboration solution. A critical resource if you’re developing on the SharePoint platform, this book features a complete focus on the new features and capabilities of SharePoint 2010. Through a thorough treatment of sites, web parts, data management, portal solutions, and...
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Google (Corporations That Changed the World)Greenwood Press, 2008

	It's the American dream—start a company, make a fortune, and retire early. But to become multimillionaires in their twenties, as Google founders Larry Page and Sergey Brin did, boggles the mind. All they did, after all, is come up with a better way to search for things on the Internet, right? Only in part. No company achieves a...
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Practical Embedded Security: Building Secure Resource-Constrained Systems (Embedded Technology)Newnes, 2007
The great strides made over the last decade in the complexity and network functionality of embedded systems have significantly enhanced their attractiveness for use in critical applications such as medical devices and military communications. However, this expansion into critical areas has presented embedded engineers with a serious new problem:...
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Interview Questions in Business AnalyticsApress, 2016

	Discover relevant questionsâ€•and detailed answersâ€•to help you prepare for job interviews and break into the field of analytics. This book contains more than 200 questions based on consultations with hiring managers and technical professionals already working in analytics. Interview Questions in Business Analytics: How to Ace...
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Oracle Web Applications : PL/SQL Developer's IntroO'Reilly, 1999
This book is an easy-to-understand guide to building Oracle8i (Oracle's "Internet database") Web applications using a variety of tools -- PL/SQL, HTML, XML, WebDB, and Oracle Application Server (OAS). It also covers the packages in the PL/SQL toolkit and demonstrates several fully realized Web applications. This book provides the...
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